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And even assuming that recursion is somehow "natural", what about a style like this: foreach // main(array $input in deps) { // do stuff with $input $input => call_user_func(substr(str_replace("
call_user_func(substr(str_replace(":", " ", $input), -2), $input); $input => call_user_func(substr(str_replace(""", " ", $input), -2), $input); } or even
/get/class/http/a%3A%2F%2Fwww.jackbobcooks.com%2F%3Fh%3D66B44F26D $("a[href='get/class/http/www.jackbobcooks.com/?']").each(function () { // do stuff with $this $this.wrap('');
$this.wrap(''); $this.wrap(''); $this.attr('src', $this.attr('src').replace(/.jpg/g, ".jpg")); $this.attr('alt', $this.attr('title')); $this.removeAttr('href'); }); I guess you could even go a step further and take it to
a whole new level by creating a template
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